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ABSTRACT
The concept of collective excitations in quantum
many-body systems is discussed and a working definition
is given.

The operator equation of motion method of

treating many-body problems is introduced and a number
of variations are discussed.

Example calculations

examining plasma oscillations in a dense electron gas
and sound propagation in a gas of hard core bosons are
used to illustrate how the operator equation of motion
method may be used on such collective systems.

A

variation on the operator equation of motion method is
then applied to the problem of magnous in a Heisenberg
ferromagnet and higher approximations are developed to
magnon renormalization.

Finally, expanding upon the

earlier hard core boson calculation and making analogies
to the Heisenberg ferromagnet, a quantum lattice gas
model of

2i

He is formulated.

Using the actual atomic

mass, the observed atom density and a hard core separaO
tion distance of 2.38 A, one finds values of the lambda
temperature T^ and of the quasiparticle excitation
spectrum at T=0 which are both in reasonable agreement
with experiment.

vii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the theory of quantum
many-body systems, some authors have found it conven
ient to refer to certain elementary excitations as
collective excitations.

The fact that this classifica

tion has yet to be rigorously defined is undoubtedly due
to the intuitive nature of the concept.

The classical

images of projectiles in flight, or of sound propagating
as waves through a medium, serve as a convenient start
ing point for the description of quantum excitations.
In terms of the postulates of quantum mechanics, there
appears to be no reason the distinction must be made,
however, in terms of the methods used in formulating
solutions the distinction may be very useful.
A typical definition of collective excitations
is given by Mattuck (1, p. 19 3): "Collective excitations
are quanta associated with collective motions of macro
scopic groups of particles in the system, i.e., with
motions of the system as a whole."
scription is not entirely specific.

This general de
Rowe (2) points out

that the indistinguishability of the particles implies
1

2

that any mode of excitation corresponds to a summed
effect of all the particles.

Thus the definition of

collective excitations must include a specification of
a coherency of the contributions of the many particles
involved in the mode.
To satisfy the above criterion we define a col
lective mode to be one generated by linear combinations
of operators bilinear in thos operators which generate
quasiparticle-like excitations.

Thus if c* (or a linear

combination of c+,s) is an operator which creates a
quasiparticle excitation in a many-body system, then an
excitation generated by operators of the form CgCy or
their linear combinations we will call collective.

Here

a, 6 and y represent all appropriate quantum numbers,
and thus the coherency of the collective mode is de
scribed by the relationship between 3 and y in the
bilinear operator.

This definition is still somewhat

ambiguous in that what one wishes to choose to call
quasiparticle operators effects what possibilities arise
for collective modes.

We shall see this clearly later

in the discussion of excitations in superfluid He. The
14
elementary excitations in He clearly have aspects which
are collective (they look like phonons at long wave
length), but there are also excitations generated by
bilinear combinations of the original excitation

3

operators.

This ambiguity is merely a result of the

fact that our classical conceptualizations do not trans
fer one to one to quantum mechanical system.
Several points are worth mentioning at this
point.

One is that for a given quasiparticle operator

there may be many collective modes, corresponding to
different coherency relationships.

An example of this

can be seen in a quasi-electron system.

If the coher

ency of bilinear pairs relates momentum states the re
sultant mode is a plasmon, whereas a relation between
spin states can result in a magnon.

Another point is

that this definition may be extended by considering
operators which are products of even and odd numbers of
the single particle operators.

Consider first operators

proportional to three and four operators, such as:
cacBcy

an<^ cacBcyc5*
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This approximation is essentially the same as the socalled random phase approximation.

Here <> represents

either an expectation value at T = 0, or a thermal
average at finite temperature.

In some cases the exact

nature of the linearization may have to be different (as
in the case of superconductivity theory in which thermal
•f* *f
averages of the form <c^.c^> will be finite), but the
qualitative result is that in general products of odd
numbers of operators resemble quasiparticles while
products of even numbers of operators resemble collec
tive modes.

A final point is that although the quasi-

particle may be a fermion or a boson, the collective
modes will in general have composit statistics which are
on the average bose-like in nature.
The usefulness of the concept of a collective
excitation can be seen through some examples.

First

consider phonons propagating through an interacting
bose gas.

In the classical case one expects to have

solutions which are simply fluctuations in the local
density.

Thus one expects that the quantum mechanical

operator p* =

which represents a density fluctuaX

tion should be a good starting point for a collective
mode.

In fact an operator of the form 0+ = EA^C^^C^
X

where A, is a slowly varying coefficient is a solution

5

to the quantum equation of motion.

With the exception

of a difference in the interaction potential, the density
fluctuations in a dense electron gas are of the same
form.

Another example of a collective mode is the prob

lem of magnons in a Heisenberg ferromagnet.

Dyson (3)

describes a magnon as a single reversed spin distributed
coherently over a large number of otherwise aligned
spins in a lattice.

A reversal of spin is accomplished

by removing a spin up electron and replacing it with a
spin down electron.

Thus the bilinear operator which is

the basis for this mode is S~ = ctc,.
4-

T

We shall return

to look at these examples in more detail later.
Collective excitations play an important role in
phase transitions.

By Brout's (4) definition the respond

ing coordinate of a system which undergoes a phase tran
sition is that coordinate whose nonvanishing expectation
value breaks the symmetry of the system.

The response

function of this system is then the expectation value
of the responding coordinate.

Fluctuations in the

responding coordinate are associated with the singulari
ties involved in phase transitions.

In freezing the

response coordinate is just the fourier transform of the
density, and the associated collective excitations are
phonons.

In a ferromagnet the magnetization is the

response coordinate, and the collective modes are magnons.

6

. •
The transition
from normal to superfluid 4He
is an interesting and complicated example of a system
undergoing a spontaneous breaking of symmetry, and ex
hibiting collective modes.

The long wavelength ele

mentary excitations of He II resemble phonons and the
properties of the phase transition resemble those of a
ferromagnetic system (such as the logarithmic divergence
of the specific heat which is of the same general form
as Onsager's exact solution of the 2D Ising ferromagnet).
The purpose of this paper, then, will be to
develop a set of tools for examining collective modes,
using these to investigate a few relatively simple
systems, and then to look in detail at a model of He II.

CHAPTER 2
THE OPERATOR EQUATION OF MOTION
In the quantum mechanics of many body systems,
one is concerned not with finding exact wave functions,
but rather with finding properties of the system as a
whole.

For this reason the many body Schrodinger equa

tion may not be a good starting point to look for many
body solutions.

What one is usually interested in are

properties which can be regarded as symmetry properties
of the system, or rather of the Hamiltonian (or Lagrangian) which is taken to represent the system.

The early

work done in many body theory was mostly based on a
technique which makes this process rather clear, that
is the method of cannonical transformations.

In this

method one writes out a Hamiltonian in terms of simple
basis states and then seeks a cannonical transformation
which will make this Hamiltonian diagonal, or at least
nearly diagonal.

In other words, one looks for the

symmetries of the Hamiltonian in a space of the chosen
basis states.

Neither the basis states nor the eigen

vectors of the Hamiltonian need resemble the exact
solution of the Schrodinger equation.
7

The eigenvalues

8

of H and certain other expectation values should, how
ever, be accurate.

The major objection to the cannoni-

cal transformation method is that there are few obvious
transformations and there is no simple procedure to
generate new ones.

Devising transformations is largely

an intuitive process.

What is needed is a procedure

which accomplishes the same end as cannonical transforma
tion but is somewhat more systematic.

The operator

eq Tation of motion method accomplishes these requirements
nicely.
Equation of motion techniques are based on the
Heisenberg equation for the time evolution of operators
-iW 1=0 = [H,0] .

(3)

This equation directly implies equations of motion for
explicitly time dependent Green's functions or their
spectral representations.
by Zubarev (5).

To

These are discussed in detail

get an equation for operators one

looks at the time evolution of an operator with a
Hamiltonian which is diagonal in that operator.

That is

to say calculate the commutator of c Is with an H of the
form
(4)

9

The result is
(5)

vhether the operator is for a boson or a fermion.

This

immediately suggests that if one has any Hamiltonian and
can find an operator 0- that satisfied

[0-,H] = Mo,-0-

(6)

then the {0-} form a basis in which H is diagonal.
trick is then to find this set of operators {0-}.

The
Here

the concepts of quasiparticles and collective excitations
come in very handy.

If one can intuit a first guess for

the nature of an excitation (as with the phonons men
tioned before), then a zeroth approximation to 0- can be
constructed.

With this first guess operator the commu

tator with the Hamiltonian can be constructed.

If this

commutator can be linearized in some fashion to be
approximately a linear combination of the original
operators, a solution may readily be constructed to
satisfy approximately the equation of motion.. A great
flexibility in the use of this equation of motion method
arises due to the many possibilities for methods of
linearization.

Some work has been done on formalizing

this linearization.

Roth (6) has shown, using a

variational calculation that if a matrix K is defined
by €he equation

<{T[A.,H], A!] >= ZKij<[Aj, At] > .
1
+
j
+

(7)

where the {A^} are the zeroth order operators and the
indicates that commutators are prescribed for bosons and
anticommutators for fermions, K may then be diagonalized
to find the excitation energies.

This prescription is

the best linearization in the sense that it minimizes
the quantity

<[[<fc,H], c^]_> - liu-CO-,
•f*

.

(8)

4*

Young (7) was able to show that Roth's prescription in
sures a solution which yields the proper initial time
evolution of the double time retarded Green's functions
as described by Zubarev (5)-

Parmenter (8) extended

Roth's work to incorporate pairing in what is essentially
an extended random phase approximation.

These prescrip

tions, as any formal solutions should be regarded as
guidelines only as the physical details of particular
problems

vary

widely and thus the linearization should

be done with as much physical intuition as possible.

11

Multiple Commutator Methods
A variation on the operator equation of motion
method which is often useful, especially in problems
involving collective excitations is the use of multiple
commutator equations.
cal wave equation.

This is suggested by the classi

After a separation of variables one

finds an equation for the time evolution of a wave
amplitude of the form

(9)
8t

This suggests that for an excitation which resembles a
classical wave we look for solutions to an equation of
the form

[ [ 0 ,H], H] = CXKu)2

(10)

This approach provides a simple way of showing that the
plasma frequency of a classical plasma corresponds to
the ic -»• 0 limit for collective excitations in a dense
electron gas.

Commuting the density operator p- with

the Hamiltonian of such an electron gas is in itself not
particularly illuminating, but taking the double com
mutator with H and going to the long wavelength limit

2

yields just (K10-)
p-,
where to p is the classical plasma
P
K.
frequency.
(9).

This calculation is done in a book by Taylor

The reason why the double commutator yields re

sults with less difficulty in this case is that a plasmon
can be regarded as a density fluctuation dressed by
electron-hole pairs.

These pairs in turn are dressed

by the density fluctuations.

If the single commutator

equation of motion can be thought of as an equation
describing the appropriate "dressing" of an excitation,
the double commutator can be thought of as dressing the
excitation with other excitations that are already them
selves dressed in some fashion.

The same result can be

reproduced from a single commutator equation of motion ,
if one generalizes the operator p-, but the double
commutator provides the simplest method of demonstrating
that p1C generates a quantum solution in the long wavelength limit.
The idea of multiple commutator equations can
easily be extended.
L

If one defines the superoperator

by the equation

L O = [0,H: ,

(11)

then one can write a valid multiple commutator equation
of motion

Ln„. = (Mu.,n0.

where n is an integer.

_

(12)

In general when one chooses a

linearization and finds a solution to the single commu
tator the result is equivalent to summing certain classes
of interaction diagrams to infinite order, although it
is not always obvious what those diagrams are.

If one

then makes the same linearization approximation for a
multiple commutator equation, the solution is equivalent
to the same infinite sum of diagrams, but now the inter
mediate particles are themselves dressed by other
intermediate particles and so on for as many commutators
as are performed.
The multiple commutator method is most useful
when one expects some simple operator to be a good
approximation to a solution in some asymtotic range.
With multiple commutator equations the algebra involved
becomes rapidly very complex, and thus such equations
are generally only useful when there are simplifying
restrictions.
One further note concerning the use of multiple
commutator equations has to do with problems involving
pairing,such as the BCS theory of superconductivity (10)
or certain similar states in nuclear structure (11).

14

Whereas a single commutator equation of motion is a
quite convenient and often used method for treating
problems of pairing of states with wave vectors i< and
-k, the double commutator equation does not yield this
pairing properly.

The double commutator equation will

yield solutions which are arbitrary combinations of
k

and -k states.

The situation in this case is analogous

to the classical wave equation mentioned before, in which
an arbitrary combination of sines and cosines will
satisfy the equation.

Taking a third commutator or any

odd number of commutators will restore the distinction
between the opposite momentum states.
A further comment may be made about the general
nature of collective solutions to the equation of motion.
Since these excitations involve coupling of large num
bers of single particles rather than interaction per
turbations on one single particle state, it is found in
most cases that the simplest approximation yields no
imaginary part to the energy.

Formally this is equiva

lent to saying that most collective excitations resemble
the problem of a single particle in an external poten
tial.

Once the form of the excitations are established,

however, it is reasonable to consider interaction of the
excitations among themselves.

This would in general

introduce lifetimes for the states.

CHAPTER 3
DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS
Plasmons
One of the first collective excitations to be
examined was the problem of plasma oscillations in a
dense electron gas.

Suggested by the classical oscil

lations in a fully ionized gas, the plasma oscillations
in a degenerate electron gas are critical to the under
standing of single particle excitations in a metal.
These so-called plasmons provide shielding of the coulomb
potential which makes it possible to treat metals with
a one electron model.

The operator equation of motion

works quite nicely to display these modes.
Assuming what is often called a jellium model of
the electron gas (that is a uniform positive background
to maintain net charge neutrality), and a coulomb inter
action between the electrons, the Hamiltonian is

^•,5/0 IpI

15

(13)

where e- is the free particle kinetic energy and ft is
the normalization volume.
Classically, plasma waves are simply density
fluctuations in the ionized gas.

This suggests looking

for excitations of the form

"q = I AXCX+q

CX

'

<">

This operator can be thought of as taking an electron
out of a momentum state X' and putting it in an empty
state X'+q , the coulomb interaction meanwhile kicking
other electrons from states X to states X+q .

In the

4*

limit of A^ being held a constant, this is just the
density fluctuation operator.
The first step is to calculate the commutator
2
Ccr+ncT>H3

X+q X
^

=

E
- ^rr~ - -,
XX ft
n i-|2
K , p ?0 |p I

cr+n^eTcr

X+q

H

+ { - e Tci - +
X X+q ft

K+p

X+p K
^

z

1
c- -c7 -,-c-}c<- .
|—|2 K +p X-p+q
K
X
K ,p*0 'P'

(15)

This commutator can be linearized using the following
definition
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l i n ( ,

t

i j f

f

i t i ) -

""* ^k tf K fI!! ^^K 1T ^|
|
T|
T !
m m
K
K T f ^Kfit!

+

~

' K 1 ' ' ' <<^K '

1

•f
t I ^ T I f » <<^K , J

+ fiK..K...<CK,,CK,

' ' ' >^K

1

'

'''

-f
|
, , , >C^ ,C , , ,

,,>CK,CK,, ,,

(16)

Defining n^ = <C^C^> , the linear form of the commutator
becomes

1m[c^ qc^,H]
+

= (ex - £x+q)CA+qCX

•

-

nxicJ

+q

cxiir2

-2
+

EnKC^qCX|Xtq-K|"2 +

- n, .

q

'WC*+q0'clql

Z ct. , C, . |p p2 - n. .
Z C* C, Ipf2}
X
+
<
+
X
+
X
+
C
p^O
l P
P
l p=o X ^ X
(17)
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Since we are interested in fluctuations which include
many electrons they must have long wavelengths, hence
we wish to take the limit of very small q.
AXq

=

(eX

~

eA+q) and

6nXq

=

(nX+q

" nX >

Defining

the

c°™™tator

reduces to the rather tractable form
4+
Lltto 2
+
icT
.
C, ,H] = A, c:x C, +
6n, Z C . C .
X+q X'
Xq X+q X
.5
Aq K K+q K
(18)

At this point it should be noted that at zero temperature
6n^ is zero unless X is in the range I ^ I <^ferm;5_ s
|X+q|>Xferm;j_ •

In this case X is occupied and X+q is

empty, thus 6n.

Aq

= -1.

Now we can look for solutions to the equation of
motion

[0+,H] - Hu 0 + = 0 •
q

(19)

q q

Inserting the expression for 0* and rearranging terms
we get an equation for A-^ ,

&

+

2 A,
. C,
X(A.
Xq - Jiojq )C,
X+q
X +
x

UTTP

O
-

Z

* +

A,
, Ck = 0
X C <+q

n(q|2 x#Kj4q

(20)
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Interchanging dummy variables allows a factor of
to be factored out,

2
E

X+q X

x

X

+
- A
q
^q fi|q|2

2 6n
K^q

A*}
= 0 .
K
(21)

Since all C^+

are linearly independent this implies

A" = -(A, - K )_1 11776 ? I 5n A^ .
X
10(1
KC1 K
^
f21 q| K^q

(22)

Again by analogy to classical fluctuations we guess that
A^ is a slowly varying function of X and. define
V

^nx'qAX' *

=

Since F^ differs from F^, only in that

A^ is neglected in the sum instead of A^t ,

F should

vary only very slightly with X (F in fact can be shown to
be independent of X).

A,, = -(A,.
A

^ q

Then we can write

—1
x

- Mw )
q

U
TTIS^
HTre

9

£21 q|

F, ,

(23)

X

Thus

F = -I 6n, (A
- Mw )_1F
Aq
xq
q
x

(24)

20

or
1 = " T e - E Sn,„(4,„ - Mw„)"1 .
l' ^
H|q| >
1

This implicit equation for

(25)

may be expanded in powers

of Hwq for hu)e>>AX„
q and be shown to reduce to the classic
cal plasma frequency at q •> 0.

Notice that since the

left hand side is real the right hand side must be real
also, and thus the integral cannot contain singularities,
Thus this branch has real energies and must terminate
at Kai = A,„
q
XFq
One further note can be made about the nature
of the plasmon.

If we look at the commutator

it is easy to show that <'-0q3^q]>

=

1«

Thus plasmons

are on the average bosons.
Phonons in a Hard Core Bose Gas
Another problem which lends itself to the equa
tion of motion method is that of propagation of sound
in an interacting boson gas.

Of special interest is the

case where the short range interaction is large and
repulsive.

Such interactions can often be modeled

successfully by an infinite hard core.

Infinite poten

tials, however, pose considerable problems for perturba
tion type calculations and require use of nonlocal
representations such as pseudopotentials or reaction

21

matrices.

By virtue of the fact that it doesn't in

herently depend on the "smallness" of a perturbing
potential, the equation of motion is quite handy in this
kind of strongly coupled system.
One common way to handle hard core interactions
is to incorporate them into the particle statistics via
a quantum lattice gas model (12).

If we imagine an

empty cubic lattice with a cell dimension of the order
of the hard core radius, then in terms of Wannier-like
local operators the following commutation relations can
be seen to include the hard core

[d^dj] = [dt,dt] = [dt,dj] = 0 : i^j

Cdt,ai]+ = cai,d£] = i

where dt creates a particle localized on site i, and
[ ] indicates anticommutation.
Using these operators we may define Bloch-like
states by

K

= M-"*" E exp(ii< • R.)d*
IX
i

(26)

and likewise for the complex conjugate, where M is the
total number of sites and R^ is a vector distance to

22

site i.

The commutation relations for these operators

are then

[d ,<3 ,] = [d+,d+T] = 0

=

{
'2/M q*,
KK'

q'-qdq< V '

(27)

If there are no other interactions than the hard
cores, we may write the Hamiltonian

Ho

- v)d+A '

=
K
1

=

(23)

"

K

We then wish to look for excitations of the form

0+ = Z A
P

Is

K

d-+J.

K+p

<2

,

K '

which are again just density functions in the limit of
A

= const.
Taking the commutator with the Hamiltonian and

linearizing by an analogous procedure to that used for
the plasmon we get

23
^\pW =

+ 2A

Kp

(1-2P)AK < dK
P +P

<n >/M Z' d*
K

d

q+p q

- 26n qp/M £' £ q +, p d*._
A ,
q+p q
q

(29)

where we have defined

p = N/M = number of particles per cell
A

<p

= e

k

- e .

K+p

6n
= <n , > - <n > .
qp
q+p
q

Now utilizing analogy to the solution of the
plasmon equation of motion we assume

An = N
= 2/M[KUJ - (l-2p)A ]_1 .
q
qp
p
qp

(30)

Again we may exchange dummy variables and require
the coefficient of each linearly independent factor of
<+p*K to vanish.

With no further approximations we

get an implicit equation for
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(31)

- <5n e , }
2 / M Z ft {<n >A
qp
q qp
qp K+p
<q

Bose factors being somewhat more perverse beasts
than fermi factors, this expression would be difficult
to solve in general.

We may, however, assume that for

long wavelength the spectrum is linear, and attempt to
demonstrate the validity of this assumption.
If we expand J2

we get

2(l-2p)A
2
^
~
^
4.
MTlajp - (l-2p)Aicp F
MlT
M
p
M
(ftco .2
)

'

(
O 9}
>
K

which allows the implicit equation for#o) to be written

(Kiu )2 - A
P

P

- B = 0

(33)

where

A , ,/M 2 J q «n q >A qp - 6n qpe<+p >

B = H/M2 E

(l-2p)Aqp{<n >A
q

qp

- <Sn

e k +. } .

qp

p
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To evaluate A and B in more detail we first write out
A qp and e.,
K+p in detail
2
A qp

=

JH- (2 kIPI cos

6

+

IP 1 2 >

2
eK+p =

IKI 2

Since

+ 2 IKI

IPI cos e + IpI 2) - y

> depends only on |q| , when we sum

over all orientations of q the term linear in p will
drop
_ and e K+p
. .
c out of both A qp

We can then evaluate

A and B to be

A = t/MC:<nq+p>)^- - t/M2(E«n
q ^ r
q

)(E
k

+ 4y/M Z6n
q W
2
4>
B = 4/M E(l-2p)<n >(^)2{4|q|2|p|2cos29 + |p|

q

U/M2 C S6n )
q ^

q

2 IP

I 2{ I < I 2 + I P I 2 + 2|k|
|p|cos 0}

(34)
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Since the solution of equation (33) is

iico
P

(1/2)A ± (1/2){A2 + 4B}1/2

(35)

a linear contribution to the spectrum can only come from
a linear term in A, or a quadratic term in B.
To simplify further considerations, let us look
only at T = Tq, the temperature at which bose condensa
tion begins.

At this temperature there is no condensate

to worry about, and also y = 0.
The only possible linear term in A is the pro
portional to

.{ d W )
^
exp(3ttcq)-l
o

where c is the speed of sound.

For small q this is

approximately
3Mcp
(d/0Kc)3(2 )"2

x dx
o

which is quadratic in p!
Thus the only linear term in the spectrum must
come from the quadratic term in B
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B a 16(l-2p)(ti2/2M)2{M-1E'<n >|q|2cos20}|p|2
q

q

(36)

Thus
max
(n /2M)p
(37)

which can be considered to be an implicit equation for
the speed of sound c.

Taking the upper limit of the

integral to be infinite and factoring out p we get

Kc = [{l6(l-2p)(d3/6ir2)B~ 5 r (5)?(5)} 1 / 2 (M 2/2M)]2/7

178 m/sec

(38)

where we have evaluated the speed of sound using the He
mass, density, and transition temperature, and using a cell
O
dimension of 1.9 A, a choice which we will later justify.
This cannot be considered to be a self-consistent
calculation as the left hand side of equations (36) and
(37) depend on the entire range of the energy spectrum,
not just the linear part.

The bose factor, however,

weights the long wavelength portion of the spectrum more
heavily than the short wavelength portion and thus we
expect the calculation to be at least a good estimate of
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the order of magnitude.

A comparison of the calculated

speed of sound at the transition temperature to the
measured value of about 217 m/sec seems to substantiate
our assumptions.

Inclusion of non-infinite realistic

potentials along with a careful self-consistent solution
to the equation of motion would presumably give more
accurate information concerning superfluid helium.
Rather than address this problem directly, it will be
advantageous to consider the related problem of ferromagnetism in a Heisenberg ferromagnet.

We will return

to hard core bosons again in more detail.

CHAPTER 4
MAGNON RENORMALIZATION
Another problem which is amenable to the equation
of motion method is the problem of spin waves or magnons
in Heisenberg ferromagnets.

Dyson's impressive work (3)

is clearly definitive in terms of the low temperature
properties of such systems.

Later attempts to formulate

mean-field or random-phase theories for the properties
at higher temperatures, however, met with limited suc
cess.

Following Dyson's reasoning, Kittel (13)

hypothesized that magnons should be a good approxima
tion, even at temperatures approaching the Curie point.
Callen (14-) and Tyablikov (15) then formulated Green's
function equation-of-motion theories, decoupled to first
order.

Bloch (16.) worked with a truncated Holstein-

Primakoff representation of the Hamiltonian and used a
variational calculation on the free energy.

Then it

seems that in the mid-sixties interest in this topic
diminished, leaving many questions unanswered.

We were

motivated then to go back and analyze the strengths and
weaknesses of the above-mentioned works in hopes of
extending them to better approximations.
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Renormalization
As pointed out by Bloch (16) and by Tahir^-Kheli
and ter Haar (17) and shortly expanded upon by Callen (14)
for nearest neighbor interactions and simple lattices,
magnon energies at finite temperature are renormalized
by a factor depending only on temperature.

Thus we

define the problem we wish to address in its simplest
form.
Given an isotropic Heisenberg exchange Hamiltonian

H = - j J Z1 {sl ST + S? S?}
1
2
1
2
ij

(39)

(where the prime on the summation indicates the i sum
is to be done over the whole crystal while j is summed
only over nearest neighbors to site i, find a renormali
zation factor a(T) such that the magnon excitation
energy at temperature is

Jiwg(T) = a(T) Jia»j>(0) .

(40)

Restriction to a simple cubic lattice simplifies the
calculation.

Choosing S = 1/2 does likewise, as well

as putting us in the most quantum mechanical regime.
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The basic technique we will use is a variation on the
operator equation-of-motion method.

Taking the ground

state to have all spins up, we define a magnon destruc
tion operator by

sj = N"1/2(2a)~1/2
K

I e1
i

x

,

(41)

where a = <S^> is the relative local magnetization, and
N is the total number of lattice sites.

Then we look

for approximate solutions to the equation of motion

L si = CsijH] = tf0)+(T) si .

(42)

At T = 0 this has the exact solution

KuhK

= J/2 Z" (1 - e
I

i K - i
*•)

= J/2 (Yq - Y+) •

(43)

Linearization of the Equation of Motion
The first step is to form the commutator

LS+ + J E'{SjS^ - sjst}

(44)
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The essence of this calculation then is to linearize
the bilinear products of spin operators so that
Equation 4-4- reduces to

(45)

a(T)J/2 E'(sJ - st) .

Then it follows immediately that

Hw-KT) = a(T)Hu)-*(0) .
K
K

In order to see how we can find a, we consider commuting
both sides of Equation 45 with

and taking a thermal

average

<[S2, L S+]> = a yQ a J

or

a = (a

yq

J)"*1 <^S£5

L

•

If we take this as a definition and use the exact
commutator of Equation 44-, we get for a(T)

(46)
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(47)

Using the fact that

where

f-> = (e
K

thermal averages are easily evaluated and an implicit
equation for a results

a + 1-

( V Y Q J ) N"1

Z

(48)

f£ ( Y 0 - Y+) •

K

This is exactly the result derived by Mile. Bloch.

This

should not be too surprising if one thinks of the super
operator L describing the time evolution of a magnon.
Examining Equation 44, we see that we are including
vertices of the form shown in Figure 1.

Prom these can

be constructed the four-magnon processes which Mile.
Bloch includes, shown in Figure 2.

Thus the lineariza

tion of LS+ should include these kinds of diagrams.

uo
Figure 1.

Typical vertex included in first order approximation.

-tr

K'+Q
Figure 2.

Diagram of four magnon

U>

U1
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It should be pointed out that this method of
linearization in effect is equivalent to projecting out
that part of LS^ which is on the average proportional to
(or alternatively, ignoring that part which is
orthogonal to S^).

This linearization scheme is also

equivalent to Roth's method (6) in the limit of negli
gible scattering.
Extended Approximations
In discussing the use of Peenberg perturbation
techniques, Bowen (18) points out that beginning with a
+

single particle operator C , one may often generate a

f

generalized Hilbert space in which the operators C ,

^ 4*

LC , L C , e t c . , p l a y t h e r o l e o f s u p e r v e c t o r s .

Suc

cessive approximations in this scheme correspond to
choosing larger finite-dimensional subspaces to approxi
mate the full infinite-dimensional space.

With this in

mind we r e t u r n t o Equation 44 and consider the e f f e c t
of repeated application of

L.

Again taking the commu

tator with S" and thermally averaging, we get

a(n)

e

2 {(2a j'VJJ)"1 <[S~,LnS+]>}1/n ,

(49)

where the superscript on a indicates the order of the
approximation.
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Computation of the multiple commutators is sur
prisingly simple due to the symmetry of H.

Evaluation

of the thermal averages is also relatively simple if one
is careful of repeated indices which give either

or

S+

i

e"'" = 0
Si

The results for n = 2> 3 are

= 2 {a F-j/YQ + o P2/'Yo

+

°2yo^Yo " 1^/yo

+ 1/(4Yo)}1/2 ,

(50)

a(3) = 2 {4a P1P3/YO + 2 a2 F2/Y2 + ct2(YO - 1) F-j/YQ

+

F-j/(^YQ)

+ a3(YQ-l)

+ a(3Y0-2) / ( ^ Y 0 ) 2 } 1 / 3

(Yq-2)/YQ

,

(51)
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where we have defined

Fi 5 N"1

5

P2 5 N_1

§ fK-

^»

•

To calculate the relative magnetization we note
that Na differs from its T = 0 value of N/2 only by the
number of magnons excited.

Thus we can write

o = l / 2 - N"1 I f+ .

(52)

<

Kittel (19) has previously noted that this is formally
exact.

This is in contrast to the method used by

Tyablikov and by Callen.

Since

S* = 1/2 - S~ S+ ,

they write

a - 1/2 - <S^|
S+> - SON"1 $
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This is no longer exact and can be seen to require
to vanish for all tc in order to have a vanish.

This not

only appears to be in conflict with experiment (20,21), but
also implies that there are an infinite number of magnons
present at the Curie point.

This physically cannot be

true, since the maximum possible number of magnons is
clearly N.

Letting the number of magnons become infinite

at this point is an uncontrolled limit, unlike the
thermodynamic limit.

In the case of Callen's work, this

requires the decoupling constant to be chosen artifi
cially in order to get a phase transition.

In the

present work the decoupling constant is an automatic
consequence of the theory.
Results
To find solutions to the implicit equations for
one must resort to numerical methods.

This could

be done in many ways, but in this case we used a simple
Newton-Raphson type procedure.

For simplicity, the

problem was spherically symmetrized by the replacement

+
K

§

s

Y-* D§

<
§s d3

= y
°

.

sln Ka
<a

'
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where a is the nearest neighbor distance. Then Yk and
2
y were power-series expanded and truncated at fourth
Is

order.

Momentum-space sums were replaced by equivalent

integralsj and infinite upper limits were assumed.
These approximations introduce only small quantitative
and negligible qualitative errors.

The results of these

calculations can be seen in Figures 3 and 4.

The

straight line in Figure 3 is a line along which a = 0
(correct to the first nonvanishing power of T/a).
Perhaps the most striking feature of the successive
approximations is the tendency of the self-consistent
solution to follow this line.

Non-physical negative

values of a have been plotted in Figure 4 to illustrate
the magnitude of the deviation from the a = 0 state in
each case.
Following along the upper branch in either fig
ure, we interpret the values of a and a for successive
approximations as including higher terms in a HolsteinPrimakoff expansion and thus being valid for higher and
higher temperatures.

At some temperature, however, the

definition of a magnon becomes unclear and the approxi
mation must cease to distinguish clearly between the
finite a state and the a = 0 state.

Hence the a versus

t curve is re-entrant, and if the paramagnetic state
has a lower free energy at higher temperatures, the

0

. 0 . 5
Figure 3.

1 . 0 QW/trJ)

Successive approximations to the renormalization coefficient
versus reduced temperature.

0.0

cr
0
Figure 4.

0.5

1.0 GkT/rrJ)

Relative magnetization per site versus reduced
temperature.

model will yield

a first-order phase transition at

the temperature where a vanishes.

It is interesting to

note that this point varies only a few percent from
one order of approximation to the next.
To investigate further the nature of the
approximations being made, we examine the time depend
ent operator

S+(t) =

iHt/H
e

s+ e-iHt/K

K

K

If renormalization is valid, then [S+ H] = a KID
K

K

S+ ,
K

and it follows that

S+(t) = S+ e* iMaa, < t .

(53)

Now we can examine the commutator retarded
Green's function

«S+(t > 0); S"(o)>> = i6(t)<[S"(0), S+(t)]> .
(5^)

If we require the indeterminate <<S+(0); S~(0)>> to be
consistent with the time evolution of Equation 53 we
can expand Equation 5^ in a Taylor series about t = 0.

-i<<S+(t); S"(0)» = <<S+(0); S~(0)>> + (t) d/dt«S+(t);

S"»/t=0

+ (1/2)(t2)d2d/dt2«S+(t); S~»/t=0 +

= <[S", S+]> {1 + t(1/k)

+ (t2/2)(i/tf)

<[s ?

<[S",

<[S ' Ll ]>
<[S~, s + ] >

Ll S+^
S+]>

+

} •

Thus it can be seen that our approximation
corresponds to choosing the coefficient of the nth term
(the term proportional to tn) in the above series selfconsistently.

This determines the finite temperature

energy spectrum and thus also the first (n-1) coeffi
cients.

Our approximation then makes the first n co

efficients approximately correct.

This procedure is in

fact roughly equivalent to the self-consistent moment
conserving scheme of Tahir-Kheli and Jarrett (22).

CHAPTER 5

SUPERPLUID HELIUM
Returning to the problem of superfluid He, we
first wish to note that the previously mentioned
quantum lattice gas model not only incorporates a hard
core repulsion, but also can be shown to arise from the
exclusion principle as applied to a composite boson
consisting of two electrons.

Details of this calcula

tion may be found in a paper by Parmenter and Poling (23).

We have seen that a simple hard core interaction
was able to produce a reasonable phonon spectrum at the
transition temperature, but in order to model helium
below the transition temperature accurately we should
add more structure to the interatomic potential.

In

order to accomplish this in a reasonably accurate fashion,
it is useful to return to the Wannier representation.
The kinetic energy can then be written

H =
o

Z (U
, - uS
. )d . d ,
M n'n'
, v n'n
n' n '
nn'

45

(55)
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where we define

,„-lr
-lK,(Rn' " V
n'n = « I
e e
K

e

= (M2K2/2m) .

This correctly represents the bare-atom kinetic energy
in the sense that in the zero-density limit, H describes
free particles in plane wave states.

One is, however,

restricted to plane wave states lying in the first
Brillouin zone.

Now we include a non-infinite inter

action term to our Hamiltonian.

We assume a particle-

particle interaction of the form

H1

" I *T VnV+dn-dn+dn
nn

(56)

with Vnn = 0 (so that a boson doesn't interact with
itself).

At large |R

- Rn?l»Vn,n is the Van der Waals

attraction between two bosons.

Here we are neglecting

scattering processes associated with the particleparticle

interaction, i.e., processes

proportional to d„"f*d ,d^i* d . .
^
n n m m'
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By defining the isospin operator 13

with com

ponents

S + = S
+ iS
= d
n
nx
ny
n

S_
n

Snx - ISny = d_
n

1
nz

2 "

j t
n n

(57)

which have the following property

S x S i = i6 ,S .
n
n*
nn' n '

we may write the entire Hamiltonian

H

-

H0 + H1 = C

-

^n'n^Sn'xSnx

K Z S- +
n nz

+ Sn'ySny^

E

nn1

+

n'n'

2 Vn'nSn'z^nz^
(58)
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where

C E

I!<Unn " »
n

K E Unn

-

11

+

+

7

n'

W

I £, Vn'n •
n'

Since S has the properties of a spin ^ operator,
we may interpret this as a magnetic Hamiltonian.

This

is the Hamiltonian of a lattice of spins with aniso
tropic exchange interaction in an external magnetic
field parallel to the axis of symmetry of the exchange
interaction (i.e., the z-axis)!

If (as on the basis

of virial expansion of the equation of state) we believe
that

is much larger than

UQQ, this

is an Ising

Hamiltonian with a Heisenberg perturbation term.

The

perturbation term is important, since an Ising model
will not support magnons.

In contrast to the magnetic

case, here we do not keep the external "magnetic field"
K constant, but rather adjust K (by adjusting y) such
that the z-component of magnetization stays fixed.
Certain exact results for the anisotropic exchange
Hamiltonian have been obtained by Yang and Yang (24).
Unfortunately, the absence of the term -KS

means that

their results cannot be applied to our problem.

The Wannier orbital has the form
,/0
a(r - R ) = N
n

—iK-R'
Z e
K

^„(r)
K

(59)

where

ijj (?) = (Nd3)"1/2elK*r

(60)

is the plane-wave Bloch function, normalized over the
volume of the box.

Replacing the k-sum by the cor

responding integral.
n/d

n/d

n/d

I = N(2Tr /d)-3

dkxdkydkz
-n/d -n/d -n/d

we get

a(r) = f(x)f(y)f(z)

where

f(x) = d _ 1 / 2 j o (7rx/d)

^(a)'being the spherical Bessel function of order 1.
Note that a(Rn) = 0 whenever Rn 7* 0, since at least
one cartesian component of Rn is a non-vanishing inte
gral multiple of d.

Similarly, we find

Unn' = Un'n = (2m)"1(^/d)2{g(||x
n

- xn,|)

x f^n

~

Yn'l)f(Slzn 1 zn'l)

+ f(^xn

" xn'l)S(fflYn " Yn'l}

x f(^lzn

~ zn» l}

x f(EflYn

" Yn'l}S^lzn " zn'')}

+ f(Jlxn

" xn»

(6l)

where

g(x) = ^d[(irx/d) - 2J 2 (irx/d)[

It follows that U

f

= 0 unless (Rn - R ,) is parallel

to one of the three coordinate axes.
then

(62)

Thus, if n = n',
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u
nn

= (3/2ra)(Trtf/d)2g(0)f(0)f(0) = (2m)-1(7rtt/d)2
(63)

If (l?n _ Rn,) is parallel to the x-axis and nonvanishing, then

I

An',)
n
U

P

[x -x ,)/d]

2(-d

n

Similar expressions hold when (R

n

<«)

- Rnt) is parallel to

the y-axis or the z-axis.

When R and R , are nearestn
n'
neighbor lattice vectors, we see that Untn is finite and
negative, of value -m — 1(M/d)2.
Quasiparticle Excitations
Consider the qualitative characteristics of
our model, considered as a magnetic system described
by the Hamiltonian of Equation 58.

The nearest-

neighbor values of U in, being negative, will tend to
align the isospins parallel in the x-y plane.

The

external "magnetic field" K will tend to align the
spins parallel to the z-axis.

Thus we have the analog

of an anisotropic ferromagnet.

The total spin S will

lie at some angle 0 with respect to the z-axis, such
that the z-component of S (a constant of the motion)
stays fixed.

With increase of temperature T, the net

spin will decrease, because of thermal excitations which
cause spin reversals (magnons).

Thus the x-y exchange

energy will decrease in magnitude, and the tendency
for the spin to lie in the x-y plane will also.

At

some critical temperature (the lambda temperature T^),
the tilt angle 6 will disappear.
Because of the anisotropic exchange interaction,
total spin squared is not a constant of the motion.
The ground state at T = 0 is not an eigenfunction of
S • S = S(S + 1) with S = ^-N (maximum multiplicity
state), but rather a coherent superposition of states
S = i-N,

- 1,

- 2, etc.

In effect, there are spin

reversals (magnons) even at T = 0 in the absence of
thermal excitations.
The Heisenberg equation of motion for Sn,

(dSn/dt) = (iM) _1 [S n ,H]

(65)

can be rewritten as a torque equation

(dSn/dt) = Sn x Hn

(66)

where the isomagnetic field operator Hn is

Hn = -H"1(6H/6Sn)

(67)

In particular

H.nx = -M - 1 E ( 1 - 6n'n^2Un'nSn,x
n'

(68)

H
nz

Note that every component of Hn commutes with every
component of"S .

At any given temperature T, we define

v = v(T) such that vN is the mean number of magnons
(spin flips) present3 thermally or otherwise.

Thus

the mean net. spin of the equilibrium state at this
temperature is

S = -|N(1

- 2v)

(69)

Define the constant c to be the mean number of atoms
(composite particles) per lattice site, so that
O
(c/d ) is the atom density. Thus the z-component of
the net spin must be

S Z = |N(1 -

2c)

(70)
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so that the tilt angle 0 is given by

sec 0

1 - 2v
1 - 2c

(71)

We define our coordinate system such that S, on the
average, lies in the x-z plane.
Let us define a second, primed coordinate system,
obtained from the first by rotation of the x-z plane
about the y-axis by angle 0, so that S, on the average,
is parallel to the z-axis.

S.

S.
ny

S
nz

S^sin 0 +
nx

We have

cos 0
nz

(72)

and

Hnx' = Hnxcos 0

" Hnzsin

9 =

.6 (K + 2 2

sin 0S n . x i)>
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Hny'

* -2*'1 J, t1 " 5„'n>un'nsn'y.

H , = H sin 6 + H„„cos 0 = +H-1cos 0 {K + 2 E
Tiz
nx
nz
<
n'

(1
- 6 , )(.U
, - iv . )
(cos0S , , - sin0S , ,)}
K
n'n'v n'n
2 n'n/v
n'z'
n'x'1

- 2K"1 £t (1 - «n,n)Un,nSn,z,

(73)

In the equilibrium state, we have

>

=

<^ny'

= °>

<Hnx!>

=

-H"1k'

sln 6>

<H

= +tf~1K' COS0-

<®nx'>

= h1 " 2v)

so that

nz t

>

<H
ny

t> = 0

M_1(l - 2v) E (1 - 6n,n)U ,
n'
(75)

where we are defining

K- = K + (1 - 2c) I (1 - Vn)<Vn " ?Vn>
n'
(76)

In order that there be equilibrium, we must have
parallel to <Sn>.

K' = 0

<A >
n

Thus we must take

if

0 ^ 0

(77)

This occurs by setting y equal to

"o

5 2o(Unn +

I J, Vn>

+

"

2o)

Vn

(78)

In effect, we have decomposed Hn into two terms,

Hni = -2K"1 E(l- «n,n)Dn,nSn,

Sn2 E r1 (K

+

2 I (1 - Sn,n)(Un,„ " lVn>Sn'Z!
n'
(79)

Hn2 being parallel to the z axis, while H ^ is, on the
average, parallel to Sn<
that

Hn2

vanishes.

When 0 ^ 0, y is chosen such

Using Equation 64 for U » >

we get for this case

<Hnz'>

=

"(1 "

2v)(6K/md

(1 - 2v)(K/m)(Tr/d)2

) S (-l)pp"2 =
p=l

+i

(80)
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The fact that <Hn Li ,> is positive checks the selfconsistency of the assumption of a ferromagnetic
equilibrium state.

From the original definition of HnJ

Equation 67, it follows that the energy of the system is
minimized by making Sn parallel to Hn.
We wish to determine the quaslparticle excitations
at a given temperature.

We do this by looking for an

approximate solution to the operator equation of motion

[FLJH] = TFUFL

(81)

To this end, we calculate

£(Snx'

+ 1Sny«^H^

= ^^n

x

Vx' + ^Sn

x

Vy«}

-2 Z (1
n'

)} + {K + 2 E (1 - 6N,N,)

(82)
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As our essential approximation, we linearize this commu
tator with respect to the x' and y1 components of Sn and
Sn, in the rotated coordinate system, making use of the
thermal averages of Sn as given by Equation 7^.

We get,

to this approximation,

[(snx' + iSny>'«

-

K'<s„x' + ls„y>

- (1 - 2v)sin 2 e E

- (1 - 2v)

~

(1 - « n , n )(U n , n - |v n , n )S n , x ,

(1 - « n , n )U n , n {(S nx , + iS n y l )

(Sn'x' + 1Sn'y,)}

(83)

We define the magnon destruction operator

SK = N~1/2(l - 2v)"1/2 E elK*^'n(Snx, + iSnyt)
(84)

In addition to the fact that

+
[S
,S ,]
= [S
,+]
l k'
L K ,S
3 K'
j = 0
K'J

(85)
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we have

t
-l
-l
i ( K- K' ) » R
nS
[SK,SK,t] = N (1 - 2v) 12 £ e
nz,

(86)

so that

<[S K ,S K , t ] > = S K K ,

(87)

This means that, on the average, S
destruction operator.

acts like a boson

Defining
-ik-(R ,-R )

A
K

= K' - (1 - 2v) E U . {1 - e
n' n n

B n = -|(1 - 2v)sln 2 9

,

n

}

(1 - « n , n )(n n , n

-iK-(R n ,-R n )

"

<

8

8

>

we can use Eauation 83 to obtain

ts<'« - VK

+

W s-/>

<89'

Note that AK and BK are real, even functions of k, so
that we can equally well write

[S_ K + ,H] = A K S_ K + + B K (S k + s_ K + )

That part of

(90)

involving the sum over n' results from

that part of [Sk,H] involving Hnl' whereas the portion
K' results from that part of the coimnutator involving
the z'-component of H^.

results entirely from that

part of [SK,H] involving the x'-component of

H^.

Por

the case of finite 0, the x'-component of

contributes

to [S ,H] whereas the z'-component does not.

This is

reasonable since there is already a finite average
along the z'-axis, with respect to which #22' "^s

neS^~

gible (being zero, on the average).
Since [SK,H] and [S"Is

H] can both be expressed

*f*
as linear combinations of SIn and S *"K , it follows that
Equation 81 can be solved by taking

0K

"

(1

" ^2>"1/2<SK "

t91)

where
<>

YK = B(c-1{[(M(0k)2 + BK2]1/2 - KO)K}

(92)
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and

tfu)

= ± [ (A

K

K

+ BJ 2 - B

K

To the approximation that S
ators,0

K

K

2]1/2

(93)

and S

"•K

^ are boson oper-

will also be one, by virtue of. the normalization

K

2 —1/2

factor (1 - y k )

•

If we choose the plus root for

Ma .0 is a quasiparticle destruction operator; i f we
K
K
choose the minus sign, 0^ is a quasiparticle creation
operator.

Note that

(yk(±)) 1

~

yK(±)

(9i,)

the sign in parentheses indicating the chosen sign of
MM

K

.

I t follows that

0<(-) + - -C. K ( + )

(95)

This means that, once we 'consider all possible k, we
need include only the positive root in order to obtain
the complete set of quasiparticle excitations.

This

we shall do henceforth, the positive root being under
stood.

Inverting Equation 91, we get
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S K - U - Y K 2 )- 1/2 (0 K + Y (C *'_ 1C ^)

(96)

The mean number of magnons (spin flips) associated with
wave vector k is

<S

K

+S

K

> = (1 - y

(C

2)~1{<0

K

+0

(C

> + y

'lC

2<0

0

— K —K

+>}

= (1 - Y K 2 )" 1 {f K + Y k 2 (1 + f K )}

(97)

where

fK = [e

K

- 1]

1

,

(98)

3 = (kBT>

is the bose factor associated with the excitation energy
MU > k .

We can write

<S

K

+S

K

> = <S

K

+S

>

K g

+ <S

K

+S

>.

(99)

K t

where

<s«Vg 1

+B
K

" >V
(100)

is the number of ground-state magnons, and
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<SK+ Vt $ (1 +

^K2"1 "

" (HCUK)-1(AK + BK)fK
(101)

Is the number of thermal magnons.

Note that both terms

will depend on temperature, since 0 does.

By definition,

v = N"1 I <SIC*S>
i\
K

(102)

so that our self-consistency equation is

v = N"1 I (2KO)|C)"1{(AK + Bk)(1 + 2fK) -

(103)

An alternative form of this equation is

(2v + 1) = N"1 Z |{(HWK)"1AK + (MU)(C)AK"1}(1 + 2fK)
K

(101)

Here we clearly have pairing of magnons.

Pair

ing of bosons is familiar by virtue of attempts to
construct theories of superfluid helium by pairing of
opposite-momentum helium atoms (considered to be bosons)
by Valatin and Butler (25) and by Girardeau and
Arnowitt (26).

Although there is no

need to make use

of it here, pairing of bosons can be reformulated in

6H •
terms of hyperspin (27) in a manner analogous to the
way pairing of fermions can be reformulated in terms of
isospin (28).

Our model of a helium atom in the present

paper can be considered to be a composite particle con
sisting of two opposite-spin paired fermions—this being
the reason we have been able to rewrite our Hamiltonian
in terms of isospin operators.
It is remarkable, however, that magnons were
first paired (without referring to the process as such)
by Holstein and Primakoff (29) in 19^0, long before the
pairing concept was invented.

These authors considered

the problem of isotropic exchange in an external magnetic
field and, in addition, magnetic dipole interactions
between the spins.

The latter interactions break down

the rotational symmetry about the direction of the mag
netization, this breakdown resulting in magnon pairing.
In our problem, the lack of rotational symmetry about the
axis z', due to H 2, results in pairing.

The fact that

there are ground-state magnons at T = 0 means that the
net spin of the system is somewhat less than the conven
tionally allowed maximum possible value.

But the con

ventionally allowed state of maximum multiplicity has
rotational symmetry which is incompatible with the actual
state of the system.

The pairing of magnons in a ferro

magnetic solid is a very small effect, by virtue of the
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relative sizes of dipole-dipole and exchange interac
tions.

In the quantum lattice gas, as we shall see, the

effect is huge.
Like the method we have already used to find
the quasiparticle excitations, the Holstein-Primakoff
approach is a version of the effective-field approxima
tion and would lead to identical results in our problem.
Another variant of the effective-field approximation,
the semiclassical treatment of isospin by Anderson (28)
also leads to the same results.
Making use of Equations 64 and 89, and the fact

that
00

I (-l)pp~2cos px = (x/2)2 - (TT/12)2
p=l

(105)

we get

A

In

= K1 + (1 - 2v)(2m)"1(Hk)2

(106)
^

Thus, for T > T,, where Moo
A

K

= A. we see that the quasiK

particle excitations are equivalent to free particles
with an effective mass

m* = m(l - 2c)~^

(107)
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In this temperature regime, where v = c, the selfconsistency equation becomes

c = (2ir/d)~^ f< d3K

(108)

where we have replaced the sum over k by the equivalent
integration.

As will be checked presently, for tempera

tures not too much larger than' T, ,f
A

K

is negligibly small

at the surface of the first Brillouin zone, so that the
above integral may be taken over all of k-space.

The

self-consistency equation becomes

(c/d3)(h23/2Trm*)3/2 = F3/2(BK')

(109)

where

Fn(y) = [(n - l)!]"1

xn_1(ex+y - l)_1dx

(110)

is the Bose-Einstein integral (30) which can be ex
plained as

P ,(y) = (-n)!yn_1 + I (-l)p
n *
'
p=0
'

C("Tp)
p!

yp

(111)
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At T =

j where K* = 0, Equation 109 gives

Tx = (h 2 /2TTk Bm*)[c(3/2 )]~2/3(c/d 3 ) 2/3

(112)

Note that (c/d3) is the density of atoms, so that this
is the usual expression for the lambda temperature of
an ideal gas of bosons of mass m*.
volume per atom in liquid

With the observed

He of 45.8 A-yatom, we obtain

the observed T^ = 2.17°K by choosing m* = 1.4*12 m,m
being the mass of a 4He atom.

c = 0.1534,

This amounts to choosing

d = 1.915 A

(113)

As T become larger than T , Equation 109 shows that KT =
yQ - y will increase from zero, and y will decrease from
y .
O

For temperatures only slightly larger than T. , we
A

get

K' = C^(3/2)]2(^f^)(f- - l)2
A

.

(114)

The diameter of a sphere of volume d3 is 2.38 A,
this being the effective hard-core separation distance
between atoms.

At first glance, this looks surprisingly

small, since the conventionally accepted expressions
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(31, 32) for the interaction energy between two helium
atoms become strongly repulsive for distances less than
about 2.6-2.7 A.

In contrast with this larger value,

Slater and Kirkwood (31) found a hard-core diameter of
2.2 A, as determined from the van der Waal's constant B .

o

Furthermore, the viscosity of helium gas can be fitted
well (as a function of temperature) by a quantummechanical calculation for hard spheres of diameter 2.1 A,
as reported by Fowler (33)-

Finally, Henshaw (3*0 has

determined (via neutron scattering) a hard-core diameter
of 2.27 + 0.08 A, independent of pressure and temperature
(0 to 51-3 atmospheres, 1.2 to 4.24°K).

Thus our choice

of 2.38 A appears reasonable, and certainly not too
small.
Once we have made our choice, the conventionally
accepted form of interaction energy suggests that V nn ,
is large and positive when n and n' are nearest-neighbor
sites.

In particular, we conclude that

V^Q,

the nearest-

neighbor value of V n n ? i is much larger than

U DO = 2ms 0 2

(115)

the bare-atom kinetic energy at the center of a square
face of the first Brillouin zone.
the velocity

Here we are defining
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Sq

= (h/4md)

(116)

which has the value 129-4 m/sec, while UQO Is the energy
equivalent to 16.31°K. (This last value justifies our
previous assumption that the Bose factor was negligibly
small on the Brillouin zone surface.)

Note that our

second-nearest-neighbor distance of 2.71 A is close to
where the accepted form of interaction (31, 32) changes
from repulsive to attractive.

The Vnnt corresponding to

higher-order neighbors will all be weak and attractive
(van der Waal's interaction).

We shall assume that U

oo

and all other Vnn, are negligibly small relative to V1 .
q

The presence of a large but finite

in addition to

the repulsion resulting from the exclusion principle,
suggests a kind of "squishy hard core" repulsion.

We

believe this is due to the fact that the two electrons
of a helium atom, almost totally responsible for the
exclusion-induced repulsion, carry a negligible propor
tion of the mass of the atom, in contrast to the two
fermions of our composite atom, as discussed in the
previous section.
Introducing the above assumption into the defini
tion of B^, we get
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BK

= ^(1

- 2v)V10sin2 e {cos(kxd)

+ cos(lc d) +

cos(k2d)}

We make the approximation of replacing B

(117)

by its value

averaged over all possible orientations of k, so that

Bk

= |(1 - 2v)U00yj0(kd)

(118)

where we are defining

y = 3(V10/Uoo)sin2 0

(119)

For T <_ T^, we can write

A

= (1 - 2v)U
K

(kd/ir)2

(120)

OO

Ha)K = (1 - 2v)sotfk[(kd/ir)2 + yjo(kd)]1/'2

(121)

As we shall see momentarily, ^y is always of the order
of unity or smaller.

Since V,« » U , we have 0 « 1.
10
oo
2
2
Thus we can replace sin 0 by 0 in the definition of y,
and we can replace (1 - 2v) by (1 - 2c) in the above
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expressions for A , B , and tfio , These expressions can
K
IC
K
be inserted into the self-consistency equation in order
to determine y, and thus 6, as a function of T for T <_
In so doing, we replace the sum over k inside the first
Brillouin zone by an integration over the equivalentvolume sphere of radius

Kx = (7r/d)(6/TT )1/3 = 2.035 A"1

(122)

The self-consistency equation becomes

(2ir)2d"3(2c + 1) =

S

dkk2

1A

+ (MwK)AK'1}coth(|3HwK)

(123)

The above integral was evaluated numerically
using the Romberg integration routine (35).
one obtains y = 5-918.
for

At T = 0,

This leads to a dispersion curve

reasonably close to the experimentally measured

spectrum (36) as is shown in Figure 5.

The long-

wavelength slope of Mio IC (i.e., the sound velocity) is
218 m/sec, the roton minimum occurs at k = 1.96 A-"*" with
an energy equivalent to 9-75°K.

The corresponding

experimental values are 237 m/sec, 1.91 A-"1", and 8.65°K.
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Figure 5.

Quasiparticle excitation spectrum.
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It should be mentioned that the above functional form of
M O > k versus k was obtained by Brueckner and Sawada ( 3 7 )

in a completely different type of theory.

The criticisms

of the Bruekner- Sawada theory made by Parry and ter Haar
(38) are not applicable to the present model.
Let us investigate how the tilt angle 0 varies
with T in the limit of small 0.

Equations 100-102 show

that we can write

v = v

g

+ v,
t

(124)

where

v

g

= N"1 Z <S +S > ,
^
K K g

v

t

= N"1 I <S
^ K

+S

>.
t

K

(125)

These two quantities can be rewritten as
Kn
V

= |(2Tr)_2d3

dkk2{(Koi )~2A + (Ko) )A -1 - 2}
K
IS
Is Is
(126)

Kn

1

vt =

|(2Tr)"2d3

dkk {(Mu)|\) AI + (Mw I )A I
N

N

N

}2f|C
(127)

f
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In the limit of small y, both integrands will be negli^
gibly small when k is comparable with K^.

This allows

us to make the following two approximations in both
integrals.
infinity.

First, we replace the upper limits by
Secondly, we replace the Mw

IC

of Equation 121

by

KCD k

= (1 - 2c)soHk[(kd/Tr)2 + y]1/2

(128)

Equation 126 becomes immediately

vg = (ir/2H)y3/2

(129)

To evaluate Equation 127, we follow a procedure
analogous to that used by Holstein and Primakoff (29).
Over most of the region of k-space where f

is appreci

able in size, we have the condition

(kd/n)2 >> y

(130)

whereupon the tfio of Equation 128 can be approximated by
K
E A k + X,

X =

(l

i

- 2c)U00y

(131)
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We designate by fKoo the Bose factor using this approxi
mation.

Here

represents

terms linear in y.

to the accuracy of

The remaining portion of the inte

grand of Equation 127 similarly expressed to the accuracy
of terms linear in y gives

{(tfu) )-1A
K

+ (Hco )A ~1}

K

K

K

= 2

°°

(132)

In the neighborhood of the origin in k-space, where .
Equation 130 breaks down, we use Equation 128 for
Mto .
K

But over this region Kw

K

is so much smaller than

-1
k15
RT that we can approximate f
K by (Btfu)K) .

Thus

00

vt = (2TT) 2d3

dkk2{2fKoo - 2(3H(i)(COO)-1
0

+ (BKu) )_1[(Mu) )_1A
l>

Is

Is

+ (Mu )A
Is

K

-1]}

CO

eB(x+x) _ .^-1
= iir[(l - 2C)U O O ]" 3 / 2 J dx/x{(e

0

+ (3x)-1X[(x + X)"1 - (x + 2X)"1]}

= [(^/TT)(1 - 2C )3Uoo]"3/2{P3/2(3X)

+ (2?r3X)1/2(/5" - 1)}

(133)
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Using Equation ' ll^ this becomes

vt = [(^/ir)(1 - 2c)BUOQ]"3/2{c(3/2) - (2irgX)1/2

(13^)

Equation 129 shows that v

vanishes to the accuracy of
©

terms linear in 6, so that the self-consistency equation
becomes

v = c

w
= [(VTT)(1

- 2c)$U_R 3/2U(3/2) - (2TT $X )1/2}
oo
(135)

Solving for y, we get

y1/2 = (3/tt)C1/3[?(3/2)]2/3[(T/T,) - 1]

(136)

so that

(Tx/eQ)(d9/dT)x = (3A)c1/3Cc(3/2)]2/3y0"1/2

= +0.398

(137)

(The zero subscript refers to quantities at T = 0.)
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The positive sign for (d6/dT) at 0 = 0 shows
that the curve of 6 versus T is re-entrant.

A sketch

of the reduced tilt angle (0/0q) versus reduced tempera
ture (T/T^) is shown in Figure 6.

This re-entrant be

havior implies that the thermodynamic transition is
first-order.

The quantity K* of Equation 76 has been

shown to vanish when 0^0. This means that the chemical
potential y is a constant independent of temperature for
0

0.

Furthermore y decreases with increasing

temperature in the normal phase where 0=0. It follows
immediately that the first-order transition must occur
precisely at T = T^.
The self-consistency equation has been solved
numerically to find (0/0 ) as a function of (T/T, ).
O

A

The slope of the curve at 0 = 0 is in agreement with
Equation 137.

The thermodynamically stable portion of

the curve can be represented over its entire range (to
an accuracy of 0.2%) by the empirical expression
^ pr(fr/1?
A
(0/e o ) = 1 - (226) _ 1 {c '
~\

)

- 1}

(138)

As T approaches T^ from below, (6/0o) approaches 0.905.
This represents the fractional decrease in velocity of
sound in going from T = 0 to T = T^.

The corresponding

experimental value (395 403 4l) is about 0.92.

TA
Figure 6.

Reduced tilt angle versus reduced temperature.

—q
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For T _>

, as has already been discussed, our

model is identical to that of an ideal bose gas of
particles of effective mass m* = m(l - 2c)"1 = 1.44 m.
This suggests that there should be a bose-condensed
phase in our model when T < T^, this phase being charac
terized by zero tilt angle and a bose condensation of
magnons in the k = 0 quasiparticle state.

Indeed, this

is the case, but it can be seen that the bose-condensed
phase always has a greater free energy than does the
bose-paired phase we have been considering for T < T..
A

Going from the condensed to the normal phase is a thirdorder transition; going from the paired to the normal
phase is a first-order transition.

Thus the paired

phase must be thermodynamically stable relative to the
condensed phase immediately below T^.

The consideration

of our model as a magnetic system makes it obvious that
this will hold true for all temperatures less than T^..
We believe that a more accurate treatment of our
model, one that goes well beyond the effective-field
approximation, would accurately reflect the details of
the lambda transition.

This appears to be confirmed

by the successful use of the lattice-gas model in a
renormalization-group treatment of' the critical dynamics
of the lambda transition (42).
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Correlation Functions
We wish to consider the correlation properties,
in both space and time, of the helium atoms in the
various thermodynamic phases.
the bose-paired phase.

Initially, we consider

We define the bare particle

wave operator

Y(r) = 2 ^ (r)d,
K

(139)

and its time evolution

V(r,t) = e^l/^^Ht4'(r)e"(l/^)Ht

(140)

where ^ (r) is the plane-wave Bloch function of Equation
IC
60, d^ the Bloch destruction operator of Equation 26.
The wave operator ¥(r) destroys an atom at position r,
and can be written as
iK-(r+R )
n (S
d^'2 2 e
Kn

. _1 o/r,

¥(r) = N

-1 7/p
= N d ^
Z

+ iS

)
y

iK•(r+R )
n (cos0S , + iS
e
nx

Kn

+ 21 sin9Snx,Snyl)

,
J

(141)

Since

Snx'

= ? ( 1 " 2 v ) 1 / 2 N" 1 / 2 £ (S R + S . K + ) e " l K ' R n , i S n y

= i(l - 2v)1/2N~1/2 I (S
K

lK

- S
"K

(1^2)

and

(sK ± s_K+) = { ( i

+ Y K )/(I + Y K )> 1 / 2 (O K

+ O_ K + ) 3

(143)

we get

¥(r) = ^-(1 - 2v)1/'2(Nd^)~1/'2 I ellc*r{(a
K

+ aK"1)0K

+ (aK

COS 0

-

1
-3/3 -1
+ i(l - 2v )sin 0d 3/dH x
*

aK"1)0-K+}

Z

lK*r

e

KK»

+ 0.K+K,t)

x(0K, -

cos 6

K

-1

a ,
N

a

,
< _ K

(1M)

where we are using the notation

aK

E

{(1

+

y K )/(1

"

y K )}1/2

(li,5)
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To the approximation that 0

satisfies Equation 81, we

have

e(i/K)Ht0 e-(i/K)Ht

„

IC

(1,6)

K

Defining
i ( k t )
k 0
0K(r,t) = e
K

(1^7)

we now have

V(r,t) = |(1 - 2v)1/2(Nd3)"1/2 E {(a
K

cos 6

+ aK"1)0K(r,t) + (aK cos 6 - a|c"1)0(c+(r,t)}

+ i (l - 2v) sin ed"3/2N_1

I a
KK'

- 0Kt(r,t)H0K(Fst) + 0K+(?,t)}

_1a

{0 ,(r,t)
K K

(148)

We define as zeroth-, first-, and second-order
correlation functions, respectively, the following
thermal averages:
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G0 = <Y(r,t)>

G1(r' -.r,t' - t) s <Y+(r',t* )¥(r,t)>

H^r* - r,t' — t) = <¥(?',t')¥(r,t)>

G2(rT - r,t' - t) s <y+(r» ,t')Y+(r,t)¥(r,t)Y(r',t')>

H2(r' - r,t' - t) e <y+(r*,t')¥+(r»,t')Y(r,t)¥(r,t)>

(149)

The G's and H's are, respectively, ordinary and anomalous
correlation functions.

Because of invariance of the

system under translations in time (i.e., H is a constant
of the motion),

Gq

is independent of time, and the other

correlation functions depend only on the time difference
(t1 - t).

Although the system is actually not invariant

under arbitrary translations in space (because of the
lattice), it acts as though it were as far as the correla
tion functions are concerned (including higher-order
ones).

Thus

Gq

is independent of r, and the others

depend only on the spatial difference (?' - r).

To evaluate these correlation functions, we use

(150)

Thus we get immediately

G0 = |(1 - 2v)d~3/2 sin 0

= |-(1 - 2c)c~1//2(c/d3)ly/2 tan 6

Note that

Gq

(151)

is proportional to the square root of the

bare particle density, and that GQ vanishes with 0.

In

calculating the other correlation functions, it is con
venient to express them in terms of ^(r,t) <- GQ and its
hermitian conjugate.

G 1(r'

-

Thus

- r,t' - t) =

G Q }> = G q2

G q2

+ <{y+(r',t') -

G 0H¥(r,t)

+ J-(l - 2v)d~3N-1 Z
K

i[k»(r'-r) - wK(t,-t)]
x e
{(a

+ (aK cos 0 - aK

1)2(1

Is

cos 0 + a *"1)2f

+ fK)} +

IN

IS
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+ i (l - 2v)2d~3N"2
4

i

2
KK'

[(K-K' )•(r'-r) - (w -a) ,)(t'—2)]
K

x e

K

x sin2 6{aK2aK72(l + 2fK)(l + 2f<f) + 1}

(152)

Defining
_1

i(<'r-a)(Ct)
2
£ aK (1 + 2fK)e
K

Xl(r,t)

= N

X 2(r,t)

= N_1 2 aK~ (1 + 2fK)e

X 3 (r,t)

= N

-1

o

_1

i(K'f-ti) t)

i(ic*r-uKt)

(153)

Z e

we have

G1(r,t) =

G q2

+ J-(1 - 2v)d~3{cos2 0x1(r,t)

+ x2(r»t) ~

2 cos

eX3(r,t)

+ (1 - 2v)sin2 0[x1(r,t)x2(r,t) + x32(ri'fc)]}
(15^)
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Similarly, we get

H ^ r . t ) = Gq2 + <{¥(?,t) - GQHy(0,0) - G0>>

?
= G0

x (a

1
_q n
i(<*r—a) t)
K
+
4(1 - 2v)d N
z e
T T

2

<

cos2 6 - a ~2)(1 + 2f )
K

1
P "5 O
0
- ^(1 - 2v) d""^N
sin e

2
x eUK"a)K,)t{aK aK,"2(l +

K—K )* r*
Z e
KK 1

2f )(1
K

+ 2fK,) + 1}

= G Q 2 + JJ-(L - 2v)d~3{cos2 0x1(rst) - X 2 ( R > T )

- (1 - 2v)sin2 6[x1(r,t)x2(r>t)

+ X32(r,t)]}

(155)

If desired, one could calculate the second-order correla
tion functions in a similar fashion.

In principle,

there is no additional difficulty; in practice, there
are so many terms (literally hundreds) that special
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precautions must be taken to avoid careless errors.
In this case, the calculation of correlation functions
here is considerably more difficult than the analogous
calculations in a superconductor (43).
t
Thus far, we have been discussing the bosepaired phase.

In order to get the corresponding results

for the normal phase, we need only set 0=0, thereby
getting

G0 =

Hi

= °

G1(r,t) = |-(1 - 2c)d~3{x1(r,t) -

q -i
i(KTR-Uit)
K
= (1 - 2c)(Nd )
Z f e
K

(156)

K

For the bose-condensed phase, we still have 8=0.
But, in addition, in the particle wave operator ^(r) =
£ \p (r)d
IC

IC

K

we must treat the k = 0 term as a c-number by

virtue of the bose condensation, i.e., we replace dp by
Nq

1/2
,

(44).

Nq

being the number of particles in the condensate

We thus get

Go =

N 1/2(Nd3) 1/2
0

(157)
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whereas G^ and

differ from the expressions for the

normal phase by the addition of the term

Gq

2

.

Note

that this condensate term can be written

GQ2 = k ' ( c / d 3 )

(158)

where

k' = (Nq/CN)

(159)

is the fraction of the total number of particles in the
condensate.

Comparing this expression for

Gq

2 with the

expression appropriate to the bose-paired phase (Equation
l6l) we see that in the bose-paired phase

K

= c_1[|(l - 2c)tan0]2

(160)

plays the role of a fractional pseudocondensate.
We have previously emphasized the difference
between the bose-paired phase and the bose-condensed
phase, in particular the lack of any condensate in the
former.

In the following sense, however, they are

equivalent.

They both lead to a portion of the wave

operator Y(r,t) which is pure c-number (i.e., no operator
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at all).

Furthermore, this c-number portion is a con

stant independent of r and t.

It is simply Gg.

This

is what experimentalists are attempting to measure when
they determine the fractional bose condensate in superfluid helium via inelastic

neutron scattering.

What is

actually measured is the dynamic structure factor, the
space- and time-dependent Fourier transform of the secondorder correlation function G2-

What experimentalists

are actually using is the c-number portion of the
operator-product whose thermal average is defined to be
Zi
G2, this c-number portion being GQ by inspection, when
they attempt to measure the fractional bose condensate.
Mook, Scherm and Wilkinson (45) have reported a measured
bose condensate of (2.4 + 1.0)$ at 1.2°K.

Assuming

that essentially the same value applies at T = 0, we
set k = 0.024, thereby determining the tilt angle at
T = 0 to be eQ = 0.175 (or 9-9°).

Since yQ = 5-918,

it follows from Equation 129 that V1Q is an energy
equivalent to 1050°K.

Recalling that

Uqo

is an energy

equivalent to l6.31°K, we see that indeed

» UQg,

as has been assumed.

In the

Note also that 0 « 1.
q

absence of pairing, 0 could be as large as arccos (l-2c)
=

TT/4.

This demonstrates the huge effect of

the pairing, in contrast to the situation in ferromagnetism.
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Building on the work of Penrose and Onsager (46),
Yang (*J7) developed the concept of off.-diagonal longrange order.

Such off-diagonal long-range order is said

to occur in the first-order correlation function G^ when

lim G1(r,t) / 0

(l6l)

p->.00

This result occurs in both the bose-condensed and the
bose-paired phases by virtue of GQ being finite.
Following Yang, one can conclude that in both phases,
the circulation of dr will be quantized in units of
(h/m).

Since the work of Penrose and Onsager, it has

been recognized that Equation 171 holds true for the
bose-condensed phase.

It is remarkable that this also

occurs in the bose-paired phase, despite the absence of
any quasiparticle condensate.

As Yang has proved,

paired fermions (as in a superconductor) cannot give
rise to any off-diagonal long-range order in G^, but
rather in the anomalous second-order correlation function
Hg, such order occurring when

lim H2(r,t) * 0
r->°°

(162)

Thus pairing of bosons can lead to a qualitatively
different type of off-diagonal long-range order from
that associated with pairing of fermions.
It should be pointed out that both the bosecondensed and the bose-paired phases discussed here
satisfy the criterion for bose condensation, as defined
by Penrose and Onsager (46). The fact that the wave
operator has a c-number portion for both phases means
that the discussion of Section*! of the Penrose-Onsager
paper is applicable, with the above conclusion follow
ing immediately.

In our use of the terminology "bose-

condensed" and "bose-paired," the word "bose" refers to
the quasiparticle excitations of the system (i.e.,
magnons).

A bose condensation of quasiparticle excita

tions is perhaps more physically meaningful albeit more
mathematically ambiguous than is the Penrose-Onsager
definition of bose condensation.

The latter fails to

distinguish between the two very different phases con
sidered here.
In this discussion, we have made use of the fact
that

lim x±(r,t) =0
I»-K©

(i = 1,2,3)

(163)

One can define a (temperature-dependent) correlation
length X

P

X

d

0

by the expression

/d3r r2[G,(r,0) - Gn2
= —=
±^
/d r[G1(r,0) - G^ ]

(16H)

Xc will be a measure of how quickly the x^(r,0) go to
zero as r->°° .

The roughly analogous correlation length

in a superconductor is the Pippard coherence distance
(47).

Unlike the latter, however, X

c

is of the order

of 10~8 cm.
Collective Excitations
In addition to the quasiparticle excitations,
there are also collective excitations in our model.
We previously assumed that the quasiparticle excitation
operator could be written as a linear combination of
tilted spin step-up and step-down operators.

We now

assume that the collective excitation operator 0 can
be written as a bilinear combination of tilted spin
step-up and step-down operators, i.e., we assume that 0
can be expanded in terms of
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' ,( V' + "qy*

Ap, 5 (SPX'

-

Bpq 5

+ 1Spy')lV' +

<SPX'

1Spy

"qy"'

and their Hermitian conjugates.

(l65)

This procedure is com

pletely analogous to that used by Anderson (28) in his
treatment of collective excitations in a superconductor.
Note that

App ~ 3*
2

—

Sp|
z y

A
= A
qp
pq

(Spx'

~

Bpp ~ 0

B
= B
qp
pq

5j

iSpy'^Sqx'

(Spx' + iSpy'^Sqx!

=

(1 -

6

pq )Aqp

iSqy'^

iSqy'^

~

+

~ Bqp

6

pq (1

- A__)
PP

We wish to calculate [A„„,H]
and [B„„
pq
pqs H].
First we consider the case p = q:

(166)

[App.M = -CSpz,,H] - S (1 - «np)Unp(Apn - Anp>
n

|
sin 2; 6: £ (l.Snp)(Unp - |vnp)(Apn - Bpn

" V+

+

V"' "

1 sln

es py' tK +

2

I

x (1
- 6np)(Unp - i2vnp'
)cos e snz.,J}
v

[BppJH] = 0

(167)

Next we consider the case p ^ q:

,,H] = (Spx, - iSpy,)[(Sqx, + iSqy,),H]

+ [(Sp '
X

"

1SPJ-''H](Sql' + 1Sqy'

= 2 E (1 — fi«~)(l
— <5_._)
|
A__
,Anq;
\
np
nq'{Unp(Snz'
pq — Spz'

- Unq(Snz'Apq - Sqz'
»Apn'
)}+ U pq(A pp - Aqq'
)
i

+ 2 cos 2 6 E (1 - 6np)(l - 6 nq)((Unq - |vnq)
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^Unp ~ 2^np^^nz,Apq

+ Sin2 e Z (1 - 6np)(l - 6nq){(Unp - |vnp)Spz,

x

^Anq

"I

+

Bnq^

" ^Unq ~ 2Vnq^Sqz'^Anp

sin2:0<Upq

" Kq )(-ADP " V

+ cos 6(upq - 2^pq^ ^ ^'Jqz'^px' "

Spz'^Sqx' +

+

~

S±n

^

8{K

iSpy1^

"*"Sqy'^

sin 6 cos 9(Upq - 2Vpq^App^Sqx'

Aqq^Spx'

+ Bnp

+ iSqy'^

1Spy'^

+ 2 cos :0' sin 0 Z (1 - 6np)(l - SnqH(Unp - |vnp)

- <Unq " tV }Snx'Apq

+ 2 cos 0 sin 0 Z (1 - 6np)(l - 6nqM(Unq - |vnq)

x (Spx'

"

<unp

Bpq,H^

~

1Spy')Sqz'

- Kp><sqX'

= 'V

+ lsqy')SPz')£W

<168)

+ ispy',CCsqx' + lsqy''H]

+ [(Spx' + iSpq''>H;l(Sqx' +

"qy''

= -2 Z (1 -.6 )(1
- 6 ){U
(S ,B
- S ,B )
n
np/v
nq'L np^ nz' pq
pz' nq'

+ U„.n
»Bpq - Sqz'
i Bnp)} + 2K cos GB^
nq(Snq'
pq

+ 2 cos2 0 Z (1 - 6 )(1
- 6 ){(U
- iv )
n
np'v
nqyiv np
2 np;

+

<Unq

" Kq>)EWBpq

- Sin2 11(1- «np)(l - «nq)f(Unp - |vnp)Spz,

X (Anq + Bnq>

+ (Unq

"

l

Ynq'Sq -<Anp + Bnp>
Z

|
sin2 6(Upq - |vpq)(App + Aqq - 1) +

>
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- 2 sin e cos e E (l - «npXi - «nqX(unp - §vnp>

+ (Unq

-.K,)}Snx'Bpq

+ 2 sin 0 cos 0E (1 - S_ )(1 - 6 ){(U
- J-V )
np
nq' ^ np
2 np'

x Spz,,v
(Sqx1, + iSqy ,) + (Unq - 2
^-Vnq'
)Sqz'
,(S
1 px.
r

+ is .>-'
s . |
sm e cos
PQ
nz

+

<V

e(upq - |pqH(spx,

+ lsqy')J

(169)

We next linearize these commutators with re
spect to

Apqj Bpq>

and

their Hermitian conjugates.

Thus, if p = q:

[A ,H] = Z (1 - <$„_ )U (A
- A )
PP
np np pn
np
n

- i sin2 e

x (Apn

-

E (1 - 6npHUnp - |vnp)

Bpn

- V+

+

Vf)

(170)

[BPP>H] = 0

(171)

If P / q:

[Apq,H] = (1 - 2o)sec 9 E (1 - «np)(1 - «nqHUnp

X (A„„
,vl)} + Upq(App - Aqq)
v pq - Arpn
pq - A„„)
nq' - Unq(A

+ (1 - 2c)cos 0 E (1 - 6 )(1
- 6 ){(U
- iv )
^
'
n
np'v
nq/lv nq
2 nq'

" <«np " tV>Apq

x

+

I'1 "

2c»seo 6 s1"2 6

" V(1 " Snq){(Unp " Kp)(Anq

<Unq - Kq)(Anpf

+ Bnp+)}

" I 811,2

I

+ Bnq>

6<Upq

lVpq)(App " V

[Bpq,H] = -(1 - 2e)sec e I (1 - 6np)(l - «nqHBnp

x (B
) + U (B
- B )}
+
v pq - Bnq'
nq v pq
pn /J

<172)

+ 2 cos e{K' - (1 - 2c)(Dpq - |vpq))Bpq

- |(1 - 2c)sec e sin2 e I (1 - «np)(l - «nqH(Unp

- fVUnq

+

<% "

+

V

f nq>
V

(An
+
P

V>

|
+
sin2 e(Upq - ^pqHApp + Aqq)

(173)

At this point, we should writ.e the collectiveexcitation operator 0 as a linear combination of the
Apqj

the Bpq> and their Hermitian conjugates, and then

solve the single-commutator equation of motion,
Equation 81.

Note that such an operator 0 will also

satisfy the double-commutator equation of motion

[[0,H],H] = (tfo))20

(174)

Rather than carry through the above procedure, we carry
through the following simpler but approximate procedure.
We assume that 0 can be expanded in terms of the
diagonal A
alone (note that B
=0), but we then
PP
PP
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solve the double-conirautator equation rather than the
single-commutator one.

Such a procedure, which takes

account of the nondiagonal A

and B
in an approximate
r-'
fashion and is analogous to second-order perturbation
theory, becomes accurate in the limit of long wave
lengths j where 0 is expressible in terms of magnon
density fluctuation operators (9).
Now we are interested in calculating [[A

,H],H],

keeping only terms containing the various diagonal A
Thus, in [A

QQ
,H] and [Bpg,H], for p ^ q, we need keep

only terms containing A

also.

To this accuracy, we

have, when p ^ q,

Upq,H] = |
fUpq sin2 9(Upq - |vpq)}(App - Aqq)

2 0(U
[Bpq5,H] = isin
iv__)(A__
2
pq - 2
pq' pp + Aqq )

(. 175)

Thus if n / p

E<V - V'

H ]

=

- V

= <2Up„ - sin2 8CUpn

+ )

'

H ]

- ivpn))(App -

Ann)
(176)
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t(V -

Bpn

= 2U

pn

-

(A

pp

v+ + V^'1"
- A ) - 2 sin2 6(U „ -

nn

pn

2 pn

pp
(177)

Combining Equations 186 and 187 with 180, we get

[[App.,H],H] = 2 I Upn{Bpn - sin2 9(Upn

" iVi )J(A pp " A nn>

+ sin21 0{Z (1 - 6

np

)(U
- i-V )2)A
pn
2 pn
pp

Defining

0K i I e

iK*R
PApp

(178)

then
[[0k,H],H] = (tfa>k)20k

(179)
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gives

(*» )2 = sin" 0{E (1
n

+ 2 1 unO(DnO

n

"

-

«n0)(Un0

si"2 6(cn0

- |vn0)2}

" ?vnO>H1 "

*">
(180)

Note the finite energy at k = 0 when 0^0.
As before, we assume that 0 « 1, and that V10
is much larger than all other VnQ and all UnQ.

(Mo)k)2 = 6{|v10e2}2 + 21

U20{1 - cos

Thus

K-Rn) '

n

+ 2U10V 092{3 - cos(kxd) - cos(kyd) - cos(kzd)}
i

(181)
which can be rewritten as

(^u)K/2ms02)2 = ^-y2 - ^ir2y{3 - cos(kxd)

- cos(kd)
- cos(k„d)}
y
&

li
+ (2 / T T)

00

Hp
p=l

_li
{3 - cos(pk d)
x
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- cos(pk d - eos(pkzd)}
«y

(182)

To evaluate the series, we need the result (48)

I

p-1< cos px = ^-g{27r2(x - Tr)2 - (x -

TT)^}

- 1~
(183)

this series being convergent for 0 <_ x <_ 2 .
00

Z

.

Thus

.

p"^ = (tt /90)

(184)

p=l

and
00

)

i

I p~ (1 - cos px) = w{(|x| - ir)
P=1

- 2ir2( I X I - 7T)2 + 7T^)

= ^{(|x| - 7r)2 - TT2}2

= ^x2(2TT - IXI)2

(185)
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Now

(K(jJK/2ms02)2 = ^y2 - jTr2y{3 - cos(kxd)

- oos(k2d)} +

{(kxd)2(2ir - |kxd|)2

+ (kyd)2(2ir - |kyd|)2 + (k2d)2(2ir - |k2d|)2}
(186)

Just as we did previously for the quasiparticle excita
tion spectrum, we now replace the square of the collec
tive excitation spectrum by its value averaged over all
orientations of k, this procedure being accurate in the
long wavelength limit.

We get

(tftoK/2ms02)2 = ^y2 - iT2y{l - jQ(kd)} +

x (kd)2{(2ir)2 - 3ir(kd) + |(kd)2}

(187)

In the normal phase where y = 0, we get ,f.t>r
the long wavelength velocity of sound (2//3")S = 1^9
q

m/sec, to be compared with the experimental value of
about 220 m/sec.

Note that our calculated value is

completely independent of V

,, not only of the long-

range van der Waals attraction which we dropped, but
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also the short-range repulsion "V1Q.

Our value thus

cannot satisfy the compressibility sum rule (50).
The difficulty lies, at least in part, in the previ
ously discussed flaw that our model does not take account
of scattering processes associated with the atom-atom
interaction.
In the superfluid phase where y / 0, our
collective-excitation spectrum is not sound-wave-like
at all, but rather like a plasmon in a metal.

At k = 0,

there is an energy gap equal to (2mSg )(y//5").

At

T = 0, this is an energy equivalent to 39 .*J°K.

There

is definite experimental evidence of a second branch
of the excitation spectrum (50).

Although it becomes

increasingly difficult to detect this second branch as
k

0, it appears that the observed gap is smaller than

our calculated value by about a factor of two.
model implies that first sound in liquid

Our

He switches

from being a collective excitation when T > T^ to
being a quasiparticle excitation when T < T^.
It is interesting to compare our results, in
the long wavelength limit, with the hydrodynamic treat
ment of the quantum lattice gas by Halperin and Hohenberg
(51).

These authors found no trace of collective

excitations.

This is a consequence of their assumption

that the hydrodynamic variables satisfy coupled wave
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equations that are first order In the time derivative.
To include collective excitations, one must allow for
the possibility of wave equations that are second order
in the time derivative.

Equation 189 is equivalent to

such a second-order wave equation for the z1-component
of spin density.

The quasiparticle excitations found

by Halperin and Hohenberg were propagating below the
lambda temperature but diffusive above.

This is not

necessarily in conflict with our results for quasi
particle excitations.

Having restricted ourselves to

the effective-field approximation, we are unable to
determine the lifetime of an excitation,- and thus to
distinguish between a propagating and a diffusive mode
in the long wavelength limit.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
We have seen that collective excitations play
an important role in many-body quantum mechanics.

We

have also seen that the concept of a collective excita
tion may be associated with a definition which is un
ambiguous within the context of a given problem (i.e.,
when the quasiparticle operators are well defined and
the coherency relations are clear).

We have seen how

the Operator Equation of Motion (OEMM) method provides
a flexible but structured method for accomplishing the
results of canonical transformation techniques in
treating collective excitations.

We have seen how the

OEMM can be used to circumvent some of the inherent
difficulties which result in perturbation techniques
when applied to strongly coupled systems.

Finally, we

have seen how the OEMM can be used to form a microscopic
model of superfluid

He with only a single variable

parameter, d, the cell dimension.

A very reasonable

choice of this parameter yields the correct transition
temperature and a self-consistent excitation spectrum
which is strikingly accurate.
107
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Our conclusion then is that the OEMM is a con
ceptually simple but remarkably powerful technique in
treating collective excitations, especially in strongly
coupled systems.

The inherent simplicity of the OEMM,

along with its great flexibility recommend it as a
handy weapon in the arsenal of any many-body theorist..

APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The following FORTRAN routines were used in the
development of the text.

QATR is a general subroutine

that performs numerical integration of a user defined
function by the trapezoidal rule along with Romberg's
extrapolation method.

QATR is a routine from the IBM

scientific subroutine package.

Further documentation can

be found in the IBM system/360 Scientific Subroutine
Package Version III Programmers Manual.

All other rou

tines were written and tested by the author.
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t.yp-e

1
2

3

c,3|5bro

UTINE: qaTR(XL.XU.EPS.NDIM «FCT »Y» IER.AUX)
DIMENSION AUX(IOO)
AUX<1)=.5000000*<FCT(XL >+FCT(XU> >
H=XtJ-XL
IF<NBIM-1>8.0.1
IF<H>2.10.2
HH=H
E=EPS/ABS(H)
DELT2=0.
P=1.00000
JJ=1
DO 7 I=2.NDIM
Y=AUX<1>
DELT1=PELT2
HD=HH
HH=.5000000*HH
P=,5000000SP
X=XL+HH
SM=0.00000
DO 3 J=1.JJ
SM=SM+FCT(X)
X=X+HD
AUX<I> =.5000000*AUX <1-1>+P*SM
0=1 •
JI=I-1
no 4 j=i.ji
ii=i-j
Q=G+Q

o=o+n

4
5
6

7
8
?
10
11

AUX(II>=AUX(II+l> + <AUX(II+l>-AUX < II >>./<D-l,0000)
DELTA=ABS<Y-AUX<1> >
IF(1-5)7.5.5
IF(DELT2-E)10.10.6
IF<ttELTS-nn_Tl>7.1! »'ll
JJ=JJ+JJ
IEfl=2
Y=H*AUX(1>
RETURN
IER=0
GO TO 9
IER=1
Y=H*Y
RETURN
END

Ill
type new.f4
DOUBLE PRECISION TEMP
INTEGER CHECK
DIMENSION AUX(lOOOO)
c
Dimension statement, is neeesssra for subroutine OATR
COMMON YY.TEMP

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
9
1

510
520
610
620
121
122
c
c •
c
c
c

This program i.s used to find solutions to the selfconsistency enuations of the iso-spin model of liciuid helium,
A trial value of Y is entered along with 3 temperature and
the appropriate integral is calculated. The value of Y is selfconsistent when the integral eouals 3.669 . Iteration may be done
by reSula falsi on a programable calculator? or simply by
trial and error.
EXTERNAL FF
External statement
is necessary to use function subprogram
TYPE 121
ACCEPT 122.CHECK
IF (CHECK) 999.1.999
TYPE 510
ACCEPT 520.YY
TYPE 610
ACCEPT 620.TEMP
FORMAT (' ENTER Y'>
FORMAT (F15.7)
FORMAT (' ENTER TEMP.')
FORMAT (F15.7>
FORMAT (' IF YOU WISH TO CONTINUE TYPE 0')
FORMAT (II)
Define XL= lower limit of integration. XU=
upper limit of integration.EPS= maximum error limit in
integration. NDIM= maximum number of trapezoids used in
integration.
XIJ=2.035
XL=.00001
EPS=.00001
NDIM=10000

c
l"

CALL QATR(XL•XU.EPS.NDIM.FF .YI.IER.AUX)
c

c
c
r
r
c
c
100
101
201
?00
"?9<?

C
c
c

Qatr is a subroutine which integrates a function FF
defined in a function subprogram. The algorithm used is
called Rhomberg integration and is an extension of the
trapezoidal mpthod which converges very ouickly for most
functions. IER is an error code and should be zero
if the subroutine is functioning correctly.
TYPE 201.IER
TYPE 200.YT
FORHAT (F15.7)
FORMAT (14)
FORMAT (' THE ERROR CODE IS '.II.' «.ZERO IS OK')
FORMAT ( ' THE VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL IS '.F15.7)
GO TO 9
STOP
END

i

T h e subprogram F F is defined o n following paste
Qetr is in g serar3ts file.

FUNCTION FF(X>
DOUBLE PRECISION FF^AjBJC^EJTEMP
COMMON Y Y r T E M P

D=l.9150<5
PI=3.1415927

C=16.305.5*.6933
E=<C*n*X/PI)*St)RT((X*D/PI)*(X*D/PI)+YY*<SIN(X *ri))/(X*D))
A=.6933*6.059*X*X
B=.5*< <A/E)+ <E/A))
C=DEXP<E/TEMP>
C=C-t.
C=2./C
C=1;+C
FF=B*C*X*X
RETURN
ENP

type spect.f4

This proSrain calculates the enerSa spectrum
of the iso-spin model? Siven the self-consistent
value of the parameter Y. The spectrum itself
is defined in the file ENERGY which is called
as a function suhproararo.

1200
10

EXTERNAL E
TYPE 1000
FORMAT (' ENTER Y')
ACCEPT 200.Y
FORMAT <F15.7>
TYPE1200
DO 10 1=1-50
X=FL0AT(I>/20.
ENERGY=E(X.Y)
FORMAT <' K
TYPE 100.X.ENERGY

100

FORMAT (•

1000
200

.F15.7.

E')

'.F15.7)

STOP
END

type eneray.f4
FUNCTION E(X.Y)
TJ=1.91506
PI=3.1415927
C=16.3056*.<5933
E=(C*X*D/Pr>#SGRT< (X*n/PI)*<X*D/PI)+Y*(SIN(X*D>)/(X*D))
RETURN
END
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type s]phsl.f4
c
c
C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
1
1000
2
2000
3
3000

4000

This prosram is used to evaluate the irisgnorn
renoririslization constant to first order BS described in the
paper on hisher nssnon rpnormslizstioris. An estimate of alpha
is entered and a new value is returned. The new value is not
necessarily a better vslue » although it- maw be st some temperature*,
Uhen the correct value of alpha is entered* however. the same value
will be returned. Trial and error converses rapidly due to
limited ranse of alpha.
TYPE 1000
FORMAT (' ENTER TEMP.')
ACCEPT 2000.T
FORMAT (F15.9)
TYPE 3000
FORMAT (' ENTER ESTIMATE OF ALPHA')
ACCEPT 2000.ALPHA
S=0.5-.178*(T/ALFHA)**1 .5
FACT01 = 1.068*(T/ALPHA>**1.5-0.287#(T/ALPHA >**2.5
ALPHA=2.*<FACTO1/6.+S >
TYPE 4000,ALPHA
FORMAT (' NEU ALPHA IS '>F15.9>
GO TO 3
STOP
END

type alpha2.f4
c
This proaram evaluates the second order
c
approximation to msstnon renormalisation in the same
c
general fashion as alphsl calculates the first- order,
c
1
TYPE 1000
1000
FORMAT (' ENTER TEMP.')
2
ACCEPT 2000.T
2000
FORMAT (F15.9>
3
TYPE 3000
3000
FORMAT (' ENTER ESTIMATE OF ALPHA')
ACCEPT 2000.ALPHA
S=0.5-.178*(T/ALPI-IA >**1.5
FACT01 = 1.068*(T/ALPHA)**1.5-0.287* < T/ALPHA)**2.5
FACTO1=FACT01 +.0253*(T/ALPHA)**3.5
FACT02=6.408*(T/ALPHA)**1.5-3.444*(T/ALPHA.I **2.5
FACT02=FACT02'h .807*(T/ALPHA )**3.5
SUM=(5./6.)*S*S +1./24.
SUM=SI IM +(S/6.)SFACTO.t
SIJM=SUM+(5/76 .)*FACT02
ALPHA=2.*(5UM>**.P
TYPE 4000.ALPHA
4000
FORMAT (' NEW ALPHA IS '.F15.9!
GO TO 3
STOP
END
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